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Science Community Interface Team
Main Responsibilities Include:
•

ALMA Community Day Events

– Data reduction and proposal preparation events

•
•
•
•
•
•

ALMA Ambassadors (postdoc training and research grant program)
ALMA Helpdesk management and oversight
Contact Scientist support and oversight
Science Web and ALMA Science Portal Improvements, enhancement and
content review
End user documentation including CASAguides
Face-to-face visitor support
– Data reduction visitors (both as individuals and for hosted workshops)
– Visiting scientists
– Sabbatical visits

•
•
•
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ALMA science workshop and conference planning
Coordination with ODI and diversity initiatives and broadening participation
Coordination with EPO and Science Communication offices
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Science Community Interface Team
ALMA Community Day Events
• Cycle 4: 10 events in 1 month (25-30 participants each) all across
the US and Canada
• Topics include: recent ALMA science results, overview of NRAO
telescopes, basics of radio interferometry, hands-on tutorials for
imaging techniques, proposal preparation, use of the Observing
Tool, Helpdesk and available documentation
• Challenges:
– All 10 events have to be held in a short period of time (~1 month)
across North America
– To allow time for multiple events, most happen before the observation
preparation tools are ready. We instead show representative tools but
cannot give introductions to the final tools.
– End User Documentation (Proposer’s Guide, Primer, Call for
Proposals) is also not ready.
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Science Community Interface Team
ALMA Ambassadors
•
•

Cycle 5: ALMA Ambassadors Postdoctoral Program (a “Training the Trainer”
program)
9 postdocs visited Charlottesville for a training workshop to:
–
–
–
–
–

•

•
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learn more about the topics covered at ALMA Community Day Events
prepare to host an ALMA Community Day Event at their home institution
meet and collaborate with the other ALMA Ambassadors
practice public speaking skills
give presentations on their own research at the NAASC

ALMA Ambassadors then hosted 7 Community Day Events (at Yale, University
of Michigan, University of Toronto, University of Hawaii, Rice University,
University of Texas - Austin, and West Virginia University) all in the 2 weeks
prior to the Cycle 5 proposal deadline reaching 121 participants
– 2 events (at Yale and Rice) had 2 postdocs working together to host
– 1 event (at the University of Michigan) was a joint ALMA/VLA event so
VLA staff also supported
Postdocs were awarded a $10k research grant
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Science Community Interface Team
ALMA Ambassadors
•

•

•
•

•
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Benefits to Ambassadors: gain firsthand experience and professional training in the use
of ALMA from start to finish, funded visits to the NAASC to discuss/present their
related research, opportunities to present as experts at their home institutions,
research funding.
Added benefits to the NAASC: visits by early career researchers add to a scientifically
dynamic environment, a broader reach for the workshops will lead to the inclusion of a
broader community
Lessons learned: awarding of grant funds needs to be streamlined so that international
postdocs are more easily accommodated (via travel reimbursements)
Possible extensions: include other early
career scientists? Advanced graduate
students?
Larger program: up to 12 Ambassadors
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Science Community Interface Team
ALMA Community Day Events
For Cycle 5 there was also one NAASC run event:
• University of Florida (27 participants)
• Run as a 1-day workshop during a longer week-long conference
so users from beyond Florida were reached

Post-deadline events:
• We are working with VLA staff to host joint ALMA/VLA
Community Day Events post deadline that focus more on data
reduction and imaging tutorials than proposal prep
• 1 event (UNAM-Morelia) attracted 37 participants
• 1 event (Cornell) will be hosted in July 2017
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Science Community Interface Team
Cycle 5 Proposal Statistics: 1,712 ubmissions

http://www.almaobservatory.org/en/press-room/announcements-events/1157-over-1700-proposals-received-in-the-alma-cycle-5-call
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North America ALMA Helpdesk
• In Cycle 4, on average 12 NA Helpdesk questions answered per week
• Nearly 25% of Helpdesk tickets are submitted in the time period between
the Call for Proposals and the Proposal Deadline
• Typical response time within 24 hours (always within 48 hours)
• Total tickets in month prior to Cycle 4 deadline: 143; Cycle 5: 134
Proposal
call
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Cycle 5
Deadline
Cycle 4
Deadline
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Proposal
call

Science Community Interface Team
North America ALMA Helpdesk
• 45% of (non-emergency) NA Helpdesk questions leading up to
Cycle 5 were answered in the period immediately leading up to the
proposal deadline (March 20-April 20, 2017) by DAs
• Database of Expertise

NA Ticket Owners Mar 20 – Apr 20

– We have built a database linking
NAASC scientific staff to their areas of
scientific & technical expertise
– Benefits to users: ensures quick,
consistent responses to questions with
the most accurate/up-to-date
information
– Additional benefits to the NAASC:
encourages interaction between the DAs
and the rest of the scientific staff
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(includes emergency
tickets answered by
EA/EU ARCs)

Science Community Interface Team
Contact Scientist Support
• All of NAASC scientific staff involved in supporting ALMA PIs through
Contact Scientist (CS) work
• Prior to Cycle 4, a CS was involved mostly at the initial stage of
reaching out to PIs to review their scheduling blocks and confirm that
observations are ready to be observed (but not before in SB
generation or afterward as telescope status changes)
• For Cycle 4, CS role was extended to include oversight of SB
generation and follow up through the entire life of the project
(including tracking progress through configuration changes, monitoring
whether data passes quality assurance tests, and final delivery status)
• For Cycle 5 and beyond, the “cradle to grave” monitoring by CS will
continue
– The CS is more invested in the project and more familiar at any point in the
process
– The process is more transparent for users who ultimately receive better
support
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End User Documentation/Science Portal
• Proposer’s Guide, Technical Handbook, Primer, Did you know
article all updated for Cycle 5 call for proposals
– Large effort was made to make the overall language and terminology
more consistent throughout all documentation
– Parts of documentation that will need primary attention when the
time comes for updates for Cycle 6 are highlighted

• Online data reduction tutorials (i.e. “casaguides”) are now
automatically checked against each new CASA release and that
information is incorporated into the user-facing materials
• Planning for Cycle 6: further development of video tutorials
linked to Knowledgebase Articles (i.e. converting single dish
fluxes to ALMA sensitivity estimates)
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Science Community Interface Team
End User Documentation/Science Portal
•
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In Cycle 4, the Science Portal was updated and streamlined in a cross-ARC effort to
ensure consistency and limit repetition
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Science Community Interface Team
f2f Visitor Support: Individuals
• In Cycle 4, the NAASC supported 31 f2f visitors on individual
visits
• Before Cycle 4, most advertising of f2f support has occurred
during AAS meetings, ALMA Community Day Events and over
NRAO eNews email blasts
• Cycle 4 and beyond: We have begun more targeted advertising,
including reaching out personally to PIs with unpublished datasets
as well as students (including those with official SOS funding from
the NAASC).
• The visitor program is usually fully booked (2-3 visiting groups
per month) and all requests are accommodated
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Science Community Interface Team
f2f Visitor Support: Data Reduction Workshops
• The NAASC hosted a Data Reduction Workshop (i.e. a group f2f visit)
over January 25-27, 2016 in Charlottesville, Virginia for 9 participants
(graduate students, postdocs, professors) from institutions across the US
• Low level of input required for large return
– Data analyst effort to stage datasets in advance; DA and scientist effort on and
off throughout the three day event
– Users receive highly individualized support and share information upon return
to their home institutions. Most note getting the most value from being able to
interact with NAASC staff.
– The workshops appeal to users with a range of expertise, users learn from each
other, and ultimately more science gets out.
– Efforts are more streamlined/condensed but without a loss of individual
attention/support

• Planning for Cycle 5: aim for two workshops per cycle (Jan & Aug)
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Future Plans:
•

AAS mini-tutorials: We will host 10-minute “mini-tutorials” at the NRAO
booth at the June 2017 AAS meeting covering topics like:

– ALMA Observing Strategies (Picking the right source and the right telescope
configuration)
– Using the ALMA Archive
– Overview of ALMA Data Products
– How to get help reducing your ALMA data
– Tracking your ALMA Project Status with SnooPI

•

•
•
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CASAguides: We have begun a complete census of the CASAguides to update
plots to be consistent with new CASA releases (incl move from clean to
tclean) and to retire those guides that are no longer used (for example, Cycle
0 SV data).
Seeking ANASAC support for the Feb 2018 Magnetic fields Meeting in Taiwan
and the 2019 ALMA Workshop in Victoria
Sponsoring Star and Planet Formation 2 in 2017 in Arizona (science
conference with goal of providing low or no cost registration for students and
other early career scientists)
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www.nrao.edu
science.nrao.edu
The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is a facility of the National Science Foundation
operated under cooperative agreement by Associated Universities, Inc.
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